
DO YOU WANT ASSESSORS ON STAFF  
who measure how prepared an organization  
is to prevent, detect, and respond to insider 
threats? Become an SEI Partner for Insider  
Threat Vulnerability Assessments and sponsor  
a candidate assessor to establish this capability  
in your organization.

Defend Against Insider Threats
The Insider Threat Vulnerability Assessor (ITVA) 
authorization enables assessors to help organizations 
gain a better understanding of their insider threat 
risk and an enhanced ability to identify and manage 
associated risks. The assessment methodology assists 
organizations by measuring how prepared they are to 
prevent, detect, and respond to the insider threat.

Growing Demand
The need for qualified experts to support organizations 
in the development and operation of insider threat 
programs is now greater than ever.

Partnering with the SEI and sending your employees to 
our certificate programs to gain ITVA authorization will 
help you meet your demand and comply with all the 
requirements.

Compliance
Executive Order 13587 mandates that federal agencies 
operating or accessing classified computer networks 
implement an insider threat detection and prevention 
program.

Also, changes to the National Industrial Security 
Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) require the same 
of contractors that engage with such federal agencies. 
Leverage your organization’s authorized assessors to help 
you comply with these critical requirements.

Partner with Us
As an SEI partner, your authorized assessors perform 
insider threat vulnerability assessments, giving your 
organization the tools and techniques it needs to improve 
its preparedness to defend against insider threats. You 
can also license the CERT ITVA toolkit for internal use or 
to assess others—such as your suppliers—for potential 
vulnerabilities. The ITVA toolkit includes templates 
and briefing examples, the capability to produce semi-
automated summary reports of findings, and a marketing 
kit containing the SEI Partner Network identity guidelines. 
In addition, your organization’s business point of contact 
receives access to the self-service SEI Partner Directory 
application for managing your organization’s profile for 
display in the publicly available SEI Partner Directory.

Protect Your Organization  
from Insider Threats
Become part of a global network of trusted providers
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About the SEI
The Software Engineering Institute is a federally funded research and develop-
ment center (FFRDC) that works with defense and government organizations, 
industry, and academia to advance the state of the art in software engineering 
and cybersecurity to benefit the public interest. Part of Carnegie Mellon 
University, the SEI is a national resource in pioneering emerging technologies,  
cybersecurity, software acquisition, and software lifecycle assurance.

Contact Us
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
4500 FIFTH AVENUE; PITTSBURGH, PA 15213-2612 

sei.cmu.edu 
412.268.5800 | 888.201.4479 
info@sei.cmu.edu

Benefits of Becoming an SEI Partner
As an SEI Partner, you’ll join an elite group of 
organizations on the leading edge of software 
engineering and cyber threat protection. You’ll share in 
SEI, CERT, and Carnegie Mellon University’s pioneering 
work and influence the direction of research. Becoming a 
Partner enables you to access the latest cybersecurity and 
software engineering research. SEI Partners are the only 
source for authentic SEI services outside of the SEI.

Grow and improve your organization or help your 
customers
Give your organization and clients the tools and 
techniques they need to 

• identify issues impacting their insider threat risk

• design and implement tactical countermeasures

• formulate a strategic action plan for long-term  
risk mitigation

SEI tools can help you and your customers

• understand and prevent insider threats

• reduce risks from software vulnerabilities

• safeguard critical assets

• increase network and system resilience

SEI Partners also have special access to products, 
materials, marketing tools, training, discounts, technical 
support, lead generation, tools, and pilot opportunities.

Connect your services to our reputation
The SEI, its CERT Division, and Carnegie Mellon University 
are pioneers and leaders in software engineering and 
cybersecurity. SEI tools and methods help you provide 
stability and consistency that customers can trust.

As an SEI Partner, you can use proven SEI technologies 
that can yield dramatic improvements in organizations 
and teams. And you can take advantage of tools that the 
SEI has developed and refined over the past 30 years.

Join Us
Apply to join the SEI Partners authorized to perform CERT 
Insider Threat Program Evaluations to assist organizations 
in making their organizations better equipped to prevent, 
detect, and respond to insider threats. 

Learn more about the SEI-Authorized Insider Threat 
Program Evaluator opportunity at sei.cmu.edu/go/ITVA-
Authorization.

Learn more about the benefits and resources available to 
SEI Partners at sei.cmu.edu/go/PartnerGuide.

See the full list of Licensed Partner Organizations at  
sei.cmu.edu/go/PartnerOrgs.

If you have any questions about becoming an SEI Partner, 
contact us at partner-info@sei.cmu.edu.
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